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The oscillatory fluorescence of the Ru-ion-catalyzed Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction has been
studied and analyzed in relation to the fluorimetric behavior of the isolated Ru~bpy!3

21 ion. Here we
show how different forms of fluorescence oscillations, observed at various excitation wavelengths
and Ru~bpy!3

21 concentrations are due to an inner filter effect of the isolated Ru~bpy!3
21 ion. Three

types of phase relationships, i.e., in-phase, opposite-phase, and complex phase relationships,
between oscillatory fluorescence and the oscillatory Ru~bpy!3

21 concentration can be predicted and
have experimentally been observed. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Belousov1–Zhabotinsky2 ~BZ! reaction3 is the
metal-ion catalyzed oxidation and bromination of an orga
substrate~mostly used is malonic acid! by bromate in a sul-
furic acid solution. Even in batch, the BZ medium can e
hibit a variety of phenomena often observed in biologi
systems, including excitability,4 pulse propagation,5

bistability,6 and a variety of complex oscillatory behavio7

and also chaos/irregular behavior.8

The chemical mechanism of the BZ reaction is qu
well understood, notably due to the cornerstone work
Field, Körös, and Noyes~FKN!.9 A mathematical skeleton o
the FKN ~Ref. 9! mechanism, the so-called Oregonator10

much refined during the last years,11 is able to simulate mos
of the dynamic behaviors that have been observed exp
mentally.

Oscillations are often recorded electrochemically, eit
by monitoring the bromide ion concentration with a bromi
ion selective electrode or by measuring the redox poten
with a platinum electrode. Spectrophotometry is also us
because the metal-ion catalysts form often colored co
plexes with a variety of ligands. The oscillations may b
come quite spectacular when@Ru~bpy!3#

21 is used as the
catalyst and the reaction solution is illuminated with U
light in a dark room.12 In this case the oscillations are seen
the periodic alternations between orange fluorescence
darkness. Also pattern formations in thin unstirred layers
to the light-sensitivity of the Ru-ion have been observed a
may even temporarily store graphical information.13

When electrochemical or spectrophotometric record
oscillations are compared with corresponding oscillatio
followed by fluorimetry, the fluorimetric records can sho
deviations in the shape of the oscillations.14 The reason for
such deviations is not understood.

In this paper we show that various fluorescent oscillat
waveforms which deviate in form from their correspondi
concentration oscillations are due to an inner filter effect t
can be observed in isolated@Ru~bpy!3#

21 solutions. From the

a!Norwegian Institute of Technology.
b!To whom correspondence should be addressed at Stavanger College
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inner filter effect curve three types of fluorescence oscill
tions can be predicted15 and which have now experimentally
been observed. We denote them as in-phase, out-of-ph
and intermediate type of phase relations between oscillat

FIG. 1. Sketch of fluorimetric cell with Pt-electrode and capillary double
junction gel Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Left: side view; right: fronta
view with cell. 1, Pt-wire; 2, Ag-wire of reference electrode; 3, Teflon stop
per; 4, inner glass capillary~1.3 mm diam! with Ag-wire in 1% Agarose gel
in half-saturated KCl; 5, outer capillary~2.4 mm diam! with 2.5% Agarose
gel in half-saturated KNO3 solution; 6, body of cell made of quartz glass
~Suprasil, Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH, Germany; 7, 1.5 ml of reacting solu-
tion; 8, stirring bar.
/103(4)/1440/8/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicst¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp



FIG. 2. Three-dimensional fluorescence spectrum of 531024 M Ru~bpy!3
21 in 1 M sulfuric acid. EM and EX denote emission- and excitation wavelengthslem

andlex , respectively. The two peaks in front~at lem'600 nm! are the fluorescence peaks. The third peak in the back~along the linelem5lex! is due to
Rayleigh scattering.
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fluorescence and the oscillatory@Ru~bpy!3#
21 concentration.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Chemicals

All chemicals used are commercially available. With t
exception of@Ru~bpy!3#Cl2•6H2O ~Aldrich, USA!, all chemi-
cals were used without further purification. Since Cl2 can
inhibit16 BZ oscillations,@Ru~bpy!3#Cl2•6H2O was also re-
crystallized into the corresponding sulfate salt by addin
ml of a 5 Msulfuric acid dropwise into a saturated aqueo
@Ru~bpy!3#Cl2 solution. The precipitated sulfate salt wa
separated by filtration and was further purified by wash
with ethanol and finally with diethylether.17 The yield of
@Ru~bpy!3#SO4 formed by this procedure was about 10%
However, due to the low catalyst concentrations applied
our experiments, we did not find significant differences
shape of oscillations or in the quenching behavior~decrease
of amplitude of the fluorescence oscillations! when chloride
or sulfate salt was used.

All oscillators were run at 25 °C~60.1°! in a 1 M sul-
furic acid with an initial malonic acid~Koch-Light, England!
concentration of 0.3 M and an initial NaBrO3 ~Merck, Ger-
many! concentration of 0.1 M. The initial@Ru~bpy!3#

21 con-
centration was varied in the range 131025 M–531024 M.

B. Experimental techniques

Fluorescence intensities were measured in a spectro
rimeter~Hitachi F-4500, Japan! with magnetic stirring in the
cuvette. The cell and excitation/emission beam arrangem
has a standard orthogonal design.18,19 The fluorimeter was
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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interfaced to a personal computer~PC! and spectra or time
measurement data were recorded and stored on disk.

Redox potentials of the oscillatory system were record
simultaneously with the measurement of fluorescence. F
this purpose a capillary Ag/AgCl double-junction gel
electrode was made for use in the fluorimetric cell. A sch
matic picture of the cell~Hellma, Germany! with the capil-
lary reference electrode is shown in Fig. 1. As a workin
electrode a Pt-wire was used. The redox oscillations we
recorded digitally by means of a data acquisition board~Lab
PC1, National Instruments, USA! and stored on a disk.

C. Computations

Double-precision computations were performed on a P
by integrating the rate equations of the Oregonator mod
with the FORTRAN subroutineLSODE.20

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fluorescence behavior of the isolated [Ru(bpy) 3]
21

ion

Figure 2 shows the fluorescence spectrum of 531024 M
Ru~bpy!3

21 in 1 M sulfuric acid. The same spectrum is ob
served in the oscillatory BZ reaction~using the same initial
Ru-ion concentration! except that in the BZ reaction the
heights of the fluorescence peaks oscillate~the oscillatory
behavior of these peaks is described in the next section!.

When studying how the fluorescence emission intens
F depends on the@Ru~bpy!3#

21 ion concentration an inner
, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1442 G. M. Solli and P. Ruoff: Phase relationships in the BZ reaction
filter effect is observed. This means thatF decreases with
increasing concentration after a certain concentration in
fluorescent species has been reached.18,19

If we assume thatall absorbed excitation radiation
within the fluorimetric cell is converted~to a certain extent!
to fluorescent radiation and measured by the instrument,
fluorescence intensityF should show saturating behavio

FIG. 3. Inner filter effect as a function of the wavelength of the excitati
radiation.F590 is the intensity of the emitted fluorescence measured at 5
nm. ~a! showsF590 for excitation wavelengthslex at 525 nm, 500 nm, 475
nm, and 450 nm. The inset shows the details whenlex is 450 nm, 475 nm,
and 500 nm at low Ru~bpy!3

21 concentrations.~b! showsF590 for lex at 450
nm, 425 nm, and 400 nm. Note that in~a! the inner filter effect curves are
getting more narrow aslex goes from 525 nm to 450 nm. In~b! however, the
inner filter effect curves get broader again aslex decreases further from 450
nm to 400 nm. Open and solid symbols represent experimental data. S
lines show the fit of experimental points to the trial functionF590

5 Aex@Ru~II !#e
2Bex@Ru~II !#. For the trial function, the following~Aex ,Bex! val-

ues were obtained for the following excitation wavelengths: 525 n
~2.533105 M21, 1.163103 M21!; 500 nm,~4.93105 M21, 2.263103 M21!;
475 nm, ~1.633106 M21, 7.683103 M21!; 450 nm, ~2.723106 M21,
1.373104 M21!; 425 nm, ~2.113106 M21, 1.173104 M21!; 400 nm,
~1.103106 M21, 6.533103 M21!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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with increasing concentration of the fluorescent compound
i.e.,18,19

F5I 0•Qf~12102ecl!, ~1!

whereI 0 is the intensity of the incoming excitation beam,Qf

is the quantum yield, whilee is the molar absorptivity of the
fluorescent compound,c is its concentration, andl is the
length the beam has to travel through the absorbing~and
fluorescent! medium.

However, in case of a standard orthogonal and rectang
lar beam/cell arrangement, the photomultiplier tube sens
only part of the emitted fluorescence radiation. For high con
centrations of the fluorescent compound, strong absorptio
~and fluorescence! may occur even before the excitation
beam enters the measuring area of the photomultiplier. Thu
as the concentration of the fluorescent compound increas
an apparent decrease in fluorescence in the measuring zo
may be found. Under such conditions,F will depend on
concentrationc according to the relationship~see Appendix!

F52I 0•Qf10
2ecl/2 sinh~2.303ecx!, ~2!

wherex is the half-width of the measuring area~see Fig. 11
in the Appendix!. Only at low concentrationsc, a linear re-
lationship betweenF andc may be observed.

For the Ru~pby!3
21 ion, the inner filter effect is dependent

on the excitation wavelength~Fig. 3!. At lex5450 nm the
inner filter effect is strongest$i.e., theF5902@Ru~bpy!3

21#
curve is narrowest; see Fig. 3%, which is in agreement with
that at this wavelength the absorption by Ru~bpy!3

21 has a
maximum~Fig. 4!. The strong absorption at 450 nm and the
corresponding inner filter effect can also be recognized in th
three-dimensional spectrum~Fig. 2!; at lex5450 nm the
fluorescence intensityF590 shows a minimum.

n
0

lid

,

FIG. 4. Absorption spectrum of a 231025 M Ru~bpy!3
21 solution in 1 M

sulfuric acid.
, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~a! Different fluorescence oscillations at an emitted wavelength of 590 nm. In all cases~a!–~d! the initial Ru-ion concentration is 531024 M.
Excitation wavelengths;~a! 525 nm;~b! 475 nm;~c! 425 nm;~d! 400 nm. The oscillations were recorded approximately 5–6 min after mixing of the reage
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B. Oscillatory behavior of fluorescence

1. Dependence of excitation wavelength

The fluorescence emission spectrum for the~oscillatory!
BZ system is the same as for the isolated Ru~bpy!3

21 ~Fig. 2!
except that the fluorescence peaks are now oscillatory
closer inspection revealed that the form of the fluoresce
oscillations at 590 nm~F590! is significantly dependent on
the excitation wavelengthlex. Figure 5 shows how the form
of theF590 oscillations changes aslex is varied from 525 nm
to 400 nm.

When using an initial catalyst concentration of 531024

M, visual inspections showed that during the first 30 min
oscillation the color of the reacting solution alternated b
tween green@oxidized form of the catalyst, i.e., Ru~bpy!3

31#
and orange@Ru~bpy!3

21#. However, the green color slowl
disappeared during this period and the solution remained
ange, while redox oscillations’ amplitude increased in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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direction of a more reducing potential~i.e., towards a higher
ln$@Ru~II !#/Ru~III !#% ratio!. From these observations we con
clude that during the oscillations the average concentrat
of Ru~II ! increases. In fact, we will show how such an in
crease can explain the gradual change of the fluorescent
cillation shape at Ru-ion concentrations of 531024 M or
higher @Fig. 6~a!#. Slight differences in this behavior were
found when either using the commercial@Ru~bpy!3#Cl2
•6H2O salt or when using the self-prepared sulfato sa
While in both cases the fluorescence intensityF590 is
strongly damped~quenched! at higher initial Ru-ion concen-
trations, we found that when using@Ru~bpy!3#Cl2 the fluo-
rescence intensityF590 became slightly more rapidly
quenched in comparison with the sulfate salt.

2. Dependence of initial Ru(bpy) 3
21 concentration

We also found that the form of the fluorescence oscill
tions is dependent upon the initial Ru~II ! concentration. Fig-
, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1444 G. M. Solli and P. Ruoff: Phase relationships in the BZ reaction
ure 6~b! shows that when the initial Ru~II ! concentration is
decreased, oscillations become single-peaked. In additi
theF590 oscillations are not damped and amplitude may
fact increase with time@Fig. 6~b!#. With a decrease in the
initial Ru-ion concentration, the appearance of an inductio
period is also observed. In accordance with other classica21

catalyzed BZ systems,22 the length of the induction period
increases as the initial Ru-ion concentration decreases~data
not shown!.

C. Relationships between inner filter effect and the
form of fluorescence oscillations

The reduced form of the Ru-catalyst, Ru~bpy!3
21 , is the

fluorescent species. At very low Ru~II ! concentrations there
is a linear relationship between fluorescence intensityF and
@Ru~II !#. Figure 7~a! shows that under such conditions, oscil
lations in Ru~II ! concentration will lead to corresponding

FIG. 6. ~a! Damping~quenching! of fluorescence of a BZ oscillator with an
initial Ru~II ! concentration of 531024 M. The excitation wavelength is 450
nm. Note the gradual change in the shape of the oscillations.~b! Same
system as in~a! but with an initial Ru~II ! concentration of 631025 M. Note
the appearance of an induction period.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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in-phaseoscillations inF, i.e., whenever@Ru~II !# in- or de-
creases thenF also in- or decreases, respectively.

In the case@Ru~II !# oscillates at very high concentration
values, theF-@Ru~II !# relationship will be on the descending
branch of the inner filter effect curve@Fig. 7~b!#. In this case,
an increase in the Ru~II ! concentration will lead to a decreas
in F, while a decrease in@Ru~II !# will lead to a increase in
F. Therefore, oscillations in@Ru~II !# in such a high concen-
tration range will lead toF oscillations which are inopposite
phase to the@Ru~II !# oscillations@Fig. 7~b!#.

A third alternative for the shape ofF oscillations is pos-
sible when the range of@Ru~II !# oscillations covers the
F-maximum in the inner filter effect curve@Fig. 7~c!#. In this
casecomplexF oscillations are observed as the Ru~II ! con-
centration oscillates around theF maximum.

D. Simulating the form of F590 oscillations as a
function of excitation wavelength

A semiquantitative mathematical description of the B
oscillations can be obtained by the Oregonator model. In
original10 form the Oregonator consists of five pseudoel
mentary processes~O1!–~O5!,

A1Y→X1P, ~O1!

X1Y→2P, ~O2!

A1X→2X1Z, ~O3!

2X→A1P, ~O4!

Z→ fY, ~O5!

with the rate constant values23 kO151.3 M21 s21,
kO2523106 M21 s21, kO3534 M21 s21, kO4533103

M21 s21, kO550.02 s21. The factorf is a time constant; in
the calculations here we usef51.0. The concentration vari-
able assignment is A5BrO3

2 , X5HBrO2, Y5Br2,
Z52Ru~III !, andP5HOBr. The kinetic active components
areX,Y,Z with [A]50.1 M.

In the Oregonator the maximumZ value is 2.6531022

M, which is much too high compared to the initial conce
trations used in our experiments~<531024 M!. In order to
fit the OregonatorZ-concentration values to the range use
in the experiments, we consider the following scaled ma
balance:

FIG. 7. Phase relationships between oscillatory Ru~II ! concentration and
oscillatory fluorescence intensityF in relation to an inner filter effect.~a!
positively correlated in-phase oscillations betweenF and@Ru~II !#; ~b! nega-
tively correlated opposite-phase oscillations betweenF and @Ru~II !#; ~c!
complex oscillations inF when@Ru~II !# oscillations cover theF maximum
of the inner filter effect curve.
, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp



FIG. 8. SimulatedF590 oscillations corresponding to the experiments of Fig. 5. The oscillations are obtained by first calculating [C] from the scaled
OregonatorZ values@using Eq.~3! with k58.331023 and [C] 052.431024 M#. TheF590 values are obtained by inserting [C] into Eq. ~4!. The different
excitation wavelengths correspond to the following~Aex ,Bex! values:~a! ~2.533105 M21, 1.163103 M21!; ~b! ~1.633106 M21, 7.683103 M21!; ~c! ~2.113106

M21, 1.173104 M21!; ~d! ~1.103106 M21, 6.533103 M21!.
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@C#5@C#02k•@Z#, ~3!

where [C] 0 corresponds to the total amount of catalyst in t
system, [C]52@Ru~bpy!3

21# and k is a scaling factor. The
purpose of the scaling factor is to reduce the value ofZ]
such that [Z] lies within in the experimental range of th
catalyst concentration.

C is the fluorescent species of the catalyst. The in
filter effect curves~Fig. 3! are quantitatively well describe
by the following simple relationship:

F5905Aex@C#e2Bex@C#, ~4!

whereAex andBex are parameters which depend on the e
citation wavelength@for numerical values of~Aex, Bex! see
legend of Fig. 3#. By inserting the numerically calculate
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 1Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subje
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[C] values@Eq. ~3!# into Eq. ~4!, the Oregonator is able to
simulate the experimentally observedF590 oscillations.

Figure 8 shows Oregonator simulations that corresp
to the experiments of Fig. 5. The agreement with experime
although not quantitative, is quite good showing that the
ner filter effect of the isolated Ru~bpy!3

21 ion is responsible
for the variousF590 oscillation forms observed at differen
excitation wavelengths.

E. Experimental proof of in-phase and opposite-
phase relationships between F590 and [Ru(bpy) 3

21]
oscillations

A direct experimental proof between in-phase a
opposite-phase relationships betweenF590 and @Ru~bpy!3

21#
03, No. 4, 22 July 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1446 G. M. Solli and P. Ruoff: Phase relationships in the BZ reaction
FIG. 9. ~a! In-phase relationship betweenF590 and@Ru~bpy!3
21# oscillations

lex5500 nm and initial@Ru~bpy!3
21#05531024 M. The recorded redox p

tential is proportional to ln$@Ru~bpy!3
31#/@Ru~bpy!3

21#%, i.e., oxidation spike
~Ref. 25! are observed. A low redox potential represents high Ru~bpy!3

21

concentrations and highF590 values.~b! Opposite-phase relationships
tween oscillatoryF590 and oscillatory Ru~bpy!3

21 concentration.lex5450
nm and the same initial Ru~II ! concentration as in~a!. In this case low redo
potentials represent still high Ru~bpy!3

21 concentrations butlow F590 values
The oscillations were taken approximately 15 min after mixing of in
reagents. During this time the character of the oscillations changed
initially in-phase oscillations via complex oscillations@Fig. 6~a!# to the
present case of opposite phase oscillations.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subje
oscillations can be given by a simultaneous record of t
redox potential oscillations and theF590 oscillations. Figure
9~a! shows positively correlated in-phase relationships b
tween @Ru~bpy!3

21# oscillations andF590 oscillations, while
Fig. 9~b! shows negatively correlated opposite phase re
tionships between@Ru~bpy!3

21# oscillations andF590 oscilla-
tions.

F. Change of F590 oscillation form with time

When using an initial Ru~bpy!3
21 concentration of

531024 M ~or higher! and an excitation wavelength of 450
nm ~corresponding to the narrowest inner filter effect curv!
a gradual change in the type ofF590 oscillations can be seen.
At the beginning, theF590 oscillations are in phase with the
oscillations of @Ru~bpy!3

21#. However, at this excitation
wavelength the oscillations’ form change very rapidly to th
complex type and finally to opposite-phase oscillations.
addition, when the initial Ru~bpy!3

21 concentration is
531024 M or higher, theF590 oscillation become strongly
damped@Fig. 6~a!# ~which is not seen for an identical sys-
tem’s redox potential oscillations or absorption oscillation
record at 450 nm!.

We do presently not understand the mechanism th
shrinks the amplitude of fluorescence oscillations and w
damping of the amplitude does not take place at lower init
catalyst concentrations. While the change from in-phase
complex-phase oscillations@Fig. 6~a!# easily can be ex-
plained by a gradual increase of the Ru~II ! concentration
during the oscillations, the damping of the amplitude in Fi
6~a! is not related to the inner filter effect.

In principle, oxidative, reductive, or energy transfe
mechanism24 may be responsible for the decay of theF590
amplitude. The complex chemistry of the BZ reaction offe
a variety of possibilities and an El Dorado for further re
search.

Figure 10 is an Oregonator simulation that shows th
the gradual change in phase relationships betweenF590 and
Ru~II ! oscillations is due to a gradual increase in the Ru~II !
concentration. To mimick the damping of the amplitude a
empirical damping factorf damp5 e2kdampt was included.

l
om
FIG. 10. Simulation ofF590 oscillations for initial Ru~bpy!3
21 concentrations of 531024 M or higher. The damping of the amplitude is described by a damping

factor f damp5 e2kdamp•t with F590 5 f damp• Aex@C#e2Bex@C#. The change of the oscillatory waveform is due to an increase in [C] which is described by an
increase in [C] 0(t) according to [C] 0(t)5[C] 0(0)1a•t. The scaling factork is calculated byk5$[C] 0(t)2[C] min/[Z] max%. The numerical values of the
parameters arekdamp5531025 s21; Aex52.723106 M21; Bex51.373104 M21; [C] 0~0!5831025 M; a5131028 M s21.
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1447G. M. Solli and P. Ruoff: Phase relationships in the BZ reaction
The increase in theF590 amplitude at lower initial Ru~II !
concentrations is in agreement with corresponding increa
in amplitude for identical systems which are studied by p
tentiometry or spectrophotometry. These increases in am
tude reflect the general concentration increase in the red
form of the catalyst.

G. Difficulties in interpreting oscillatory fluorescence

When using standard fluorimetric equipment with re
tangular cell geometries and an orthogonal beam arra
ment an inner filter effect can be expected whenever
concentration of the fluorescent species exceeds a ce
concentration.18,19As our results show, an inner filter effec
will make it difficult to evaluate the phase relationship b
tween the oscillatory species and the observed fluoresc
from oscillatoryF records only. Furthermore, correct es
mates of concentration values of the fluorescent species
also be difficult to obtain, mostly due to the highly quenc
ing environment in the BZ reaction.15
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APPENDIX

We derive here Eq. 2.I ~j! denotes the intensity of th
excitation beam at locationj in the cell~Fig. 11!. According
to Lambert–Beers law, we can writeI (j)5I 010

2ecj with
I 05I (0).

Let us assume that the area covered by the photom
plier tube starts atj5( l /2)2x and ends atj5( l /2)1x,
where l is the length of the light path in the cell~Fig. 11!.
The amount of absorbed radiation within the sensing are

FIG. 11. Schematic drawing of fluorescent solution inside fluorimetric
with light path lengthl . The inner filter effect is due to the fact that only
part of the light path@starting fromj5( l /2)2x to j5( l /2)1x# is recog-
nized by the photomultiplier.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬14¬Dec¬2002¬to¬129.170.56.157.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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I a
meas5I S l22xD2I S l21xD

5I 0@10
2ec~ l /22x!2102ec~ l /21x!#

52I 010
2ecl/2S e2ecx ln 102e2ecx ln 10

2 D
52I 010

2ecl/2 sinh~ecx ln 10!.

SinceF 5 QfI a
meas, we get Eq.~2!,

F52I 0Qf10
2ecl/2 sinh~ecx ln 10!.
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